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Abstract: In this project, we investigated the relationships between the spatial arrangement of a 3D, avatar-

based environment (linear, random and clustered), student individual differences and learning outcomes. 

After students completed pretest measures of perceived and demonstrated spatial skill as well as measures 

of computer experience, they completed a virtual environment learning activity with ten information 

stations. They then completed a multiple choice test to determine how well they retained the information. A 

multiple regression analysis showed that the clustered spatial arrangement was significantly related to 

higher learning outcomes over the linear or random arrangements. Regarding the students’ premeasured 

abilities, demonstrated spatial skill and general exposure to digital applications predicted learning outcomes 

whereas social media experience, video game experience and perceived spatial skill did not. 
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Introduction 

 In 2014, industry reports on virtual world use (KZero, 2014) indicate that 313 million 10-13 year olds are 

registered users of Poptropica, 110 million 13-15 year olds are registered users of Minecraft, 140 million 15-20 year 

olds are registered users of Maplestory, 120 million 20-25 year olds are users of IMVU and 41 million 30+year olds 

are users of Second Life. This means that in 2014, young people between the ages of 10-25 held 683 million 

registrations in the most popular virtual worlds. This does not include video game use as virtual environments have 

different features than video games. Virtual environments (VEs) are interactive, on-line, 3D spaces where learners 

interact with the environment and other learners via manipulable avatars, however, VEs are more open-ended than 

video games in that users do not have predetermined scripts or actions associated with their avatars, introducing an 

unlimited repertoire of potential behaviors and learning opportunities. These figures give a sense of the scope of 
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future incoming postsecondary students who will have experience with and are engaged by virtual worlds. As 

postsecondary educators, are we ready for them?  

 In education, technology adoption frequently occurs without reference to empirical findings as guidance for 

educational use, as research typically lags behind the emergence of new technologies (Ferdig, Cavanaugh, DiPietro, 

Black & Dawson, 2009). Although three-dimensional (3D) virtual environments (VEs), in which learners move 

through the environment as avatars, have characteristics that make them highly suitable as educational 

environments, (Gao, Noh, & Koehler, 2009) the ways in which VEs are effective as learning environments is still 

undetermined. Much of the research on learning in VEs is descriptive, relying on self-report, rather than 

theoretically based and experimental with reliance on behavioural data. In a review of types of educational research 

on VEs, Beck and Perkins (2014) reported that “ …research with a theoretical research goal was also minimal 

(5/127, 3.9%). This is concerning because it points to a lack of logical analysis and synthesis of theories in DVWE 

[Desktop Virtual World Environments] research.” (p. 14). Hence, an empirically supported theory of learning in 

VEs, with principles for educational practice, is critical to prepare postsecondary educators for the next wave of 

learners and 3D technologies.  

 

Objectives  

 

 The overarching, long-term goal of this program of studies is to identify underlying psychological 

principles that promote learning in VEs and to produce an empirically-based, psychological model of VE learning 

that can be translated into guiding principles for postsecondary educators. Any development of theory requires 

iterative investigations of each element of the model/theory across multiple contexts and content, research designs, 

and samples as well as taking into account the impact of specific individual differences. Hence, this study represents 

the first step in a series of planned studies that investigates hypothesized relevant elements of a VE learning model 

(e.g., spatial and social elements), based on virtual environment and psychological literature.  

 

 

Context  

 

Why VEs for Educational Purposes?  

 

 Virtual environments (VEs) are interactive, on-line, 3D spaces where learners interact with the environment 

and other learners via manipulable avatars. For the purposes of this program of study, VEs are defined as 3D online 

environments having the characteristics of: a) a shared and persistent 3D environment, b) individuals represented as 

avatars within that environment, and c) interactions, both with the environment and other avatars, occurring in real-

time. VEs have the potential to provide instruction that is self-directed and that encompasses the attributes that 

educational research has determined increase student motivation such as choice, challenge and collaboration (Gao, 

Noh, & Koehler, 2009). The additional dimension of immersiveness is related to increased capture and maintenance 

of attention (Cho et al., 2002; Hoffman, 2004) and increased motivation (Yee, 2006). Skill transfer from VEs to real-

world situations have been documented for both spatial skills and procedural skills (Waller, Hunt & Knapp, 1997; 

Rose et al., 2000). Overall, three dimensional VEs have been perceived as beneficial to learning by educators in 

distance learning, K-12 contexts, for critical thinking , problem-solving , creativity and project-based experiential 

learning (see Nussli & Oh, 2014, for review). VEs have also been perceived as enhancing students’ sense of 

responsibility for their own learning, student independence, and empowerment (Good et al., 2008).  

 Despite this promising potential, the lack of a psychological and empirically-based theory of virtual 

environment learning has resulted in a body of literature mainly containing discussions of the environment's 

affordances for learning, descriptions of successful case studies, a disconnected collection of empirical studies, and 

recommendations for use based on existing practice which may lack empirical support (Lingren, 2010).  

 

Why might spatial context and spatial processing be important for learning in VEs?  

 

 In the VE literature, spatial immersion has been promoted as a particularly valuable ‘affordance’, that is, an 

attribute of the environment that is likely to induce or support action (Gibson, 1986). Of the five VE affordances 

described by Dalgarno and Lee (2010), three of them refer to the attribute of spatial immersion. VEs can be used to 

facilitate learning tasks: 1) that lead to improved transfer of knowledge and skills to real situations through 

contextualisation of learning, 2) that lead to the development of enhanced spatial knowledge representation of the 



explored domain, and 3) that are experiential and represent tasks that are rare, impractical or impossible to undertake 

in the real world.  

 The contextualization of learning is empirically supported in the psychological literature in real-world 

tasks. Research has shown that spatial and contextual attributes play an associative role in learning, referred to as 

context-dependent memory (for review, see Smith & Vela, 2000). Actions, events or information in the environment 

are cognitively paired to spatial locations and those locations can help or hinder the recall of information depending 

on their characteristics (e.g., Radvansky, 2012). My own research indicates that context-dependent memory effects 

occur in VEs as well. Students’ recognition of previously learned material in a VE was significantly lower if 

landmarks and locations experienced in the learning phase were altered in the testing phase (Boechler, Yuen & 

deJong, 2014). Also, incidental or unintentional learning occurred in VEs in response to minor adjustments in the 

visual salience of information (e.g., bolded text) (Thomas & Boechler, 2014) which suggests the need to empirically 

determine the impact of a variety of contextual attributes.  

 Beyond acting as a memory cue for learning, spatial attributes and spatial processing play a critical role in 

the learning of abstract concepts as representational support for non-spatial thinking and reasoning. “Evidence 

suggests that we adapt spatial schemas for three basic purposes in abstract cognition: to structure memory, to 

structure communication, and to structure reasoning” (Gattis, 2001, p.1). Hence, the psychological literature would 

support the notion that spatial attributes of VEs may be manipulated to support conceptual development centred 

around targeted material.  

 Finally, from the neuropsychological literature, Parkinson and Wheatley (2013) argue that “Convergent 

evidence from behavior, neuropsychology, and neuroimaging suggest that humans use knowledge about space to 

scaffold mental representations of abstract information. A growing body of neuroimaging and neuropsychological 

evidence suggests that representations of spatial and abstract information, including aspects of social cognition, are 

associated in the posterior parietal cortex “(p.3).  

 The overall view is that, whether about physical distance, semantic differences/similarities, correspondence 

to abstractions or social connections, spatial information can serve as a representational frame for understanding 

many types of relationships. These connections are supported by the literature on individual differences, in which 

correlational studies have linked and chemistry (Kyttälä, 2008; Merchant, 2012). Even in 2D multimedia 

environments, studies investigating individual differences in cognitive skills and their relation to performance have 

generally revealed a connection between spatial layout, spatial ability and learning (Westerman & Cribbin, 2000; 

Waller 2000; Boechler & Shaddock, 2004; Boechler, Steffler, Dawson & Mansour, 2005). In VEs particularly, Van 

Oosetendorp et al. (2012) found that low spatial ability learners benefited more from navigation support than high 

spatial ability learners. Finally, studies have reported that individual differences in spatial task performance are more 

variable in VEs than in real-world environments (e.g.,Waller, Hunt, & Knapp, 1998), suggesting that spatial ability 

must be taken into account to optimize learning in VEs. Also, it is well-recognized that spatial ability is a 

constellation of related skills, some requiring environmental immersion to measure, rather than a singular skill 

captured by one type of task (Hegarty & Waller, 2005).  

 According to numerous researchers (e.g., Beck & Perkins, 2014, Zheng, 2010), one of the most substantive 

obstacles to the optimal use of VEs for education is the lack of a guiding theory for researchers and educators; a 

model that is theoretically-based and experimentally supported, rather than exploratory and descriptive, that takes 

into account the unique attributes of VEs specifically and also the role of individual differences that impact learning. 

As described below, several currently used theoretical frameworks have one or more limitations.  

 Affordance theory, as it is used in the VE literature (e.g, , Dalgarno and Lee (2010) relies heavily on 

descriptions of the attributes of the environment that should promote learning and social interaction and on self-

report measures, sometimes with superficial allusions to self-reported cognitive processes (e.g., “cognitive 

absorption”). These types of studies suffer from the same issues as studies relying on social presence, namely 

underspecified definitions and measurement models.  

 Situated Learning theory has also been postulated as a suitable guide for VE learning activities. The 

premise is that activities for learning should include: a) authentic context, b) authentic activities, c) multiple 

perspectives, d) expert performance, e) coaching and scaffolding, f) opportunities for collaboration, g) reflection and 

articulation, and h) authentic assessment. However, as Zheng (2010) describes”…the majority of the research in 

situated learning is limited to qualitative studies…….The scarcity of empirical studies has: (a) limited the existing 

research findings to be replicated and generalized to a larger population; and (b) failed to provide definitions that 

can be operationalized to develop appropriate methods and assessments in situated learning research”( p. 471). As 

well, “Few studies exist that focus on the relationship between individual differences and situated learning “ (p. 

472).  



 Based on Cognitive Load theory, Mayer’s (2005) Theory of Multimedia Learning provided empirical 

evidence for the conditions and characteristics that supported learning from 2D screen displays of animated or 

narrated material. Mayer’s early work in 2D multi-media learning represented a coherent merging of theory and 

empirical evidence, the type of theoretical foundation needed for VE learning. However, the addition of a third 

dimension and the sense of immersion for the learner-as-avatar requires the understanding of cognitive processes 

beyond the two dimensional such as spatial attention, spatial memory and spatial orientation.  

 

Methods 

 

Participants A total of 133 first year education students were recruited through the Educational Psychology 

Research Participant Pool in the Faculty of Education at the University of Alberta.  

 

 

Materials 

 

Measures. Students’ computer experience was measured using a modified form of the Computer 

Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) (Boechler, Dragon, & Wasniewski, 2015) The modified CEQ measures frequency 

of use for Video Game Experience (VGE) and Social Media Experience (SME). It also includes the Software 

Recognition Test (SRT) based on the Author Recognition Test (Stanovich & Cunningham, 1992, Boechler, et al, 

2015) which assesses exposure to print materials. The SRT measures exposure to different types of software as a 

measure of general exposure to digital applications. (Boechler, et al., 2015) The SRT is a checklist of 40 software 

titles. Twenty of these titles are Demonstrated titles and 20 are foils to control for students guessing. Students must 

select the titles that they feel they recognize. The SRT has shown promise in previous studies as predictive of 

performance on a variety of digital tasks, from on-line search to building video games (Boechler, Dragon & 

Wasniweski, 2015) 

.We also measured demonstrated and perceived spatial skills. Demonstrated skills were assessed using the 

Spatial Orientation Test (SOT) which measures the ability to predict the position of a target object when a set of 

objects is viewed from a new perspective (Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001).  For instance, when presented with the 

image in Figure 1, the participant would be given the instruction “Imagine you are standing at the car and facing the 

traffic light. Point to the stop sign.” The student would then draw an arrow within the circle which indicates the 

position of the stop sign. (Hegarty & Waller, 2004) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1.  Sample Item from Spatial Orientation Test (Hegarty & Waller, 2004) 

 

Perceived spatial skill was assessed using the 15-item Santa Barbara Sense of Direction Questionnaire 

(SBSOD). In the SBSOD, the participant rates themselves on a 7 point likert scale on items such as “I am very good 

at reading maps” (Hegarty, et al., 2002).  

 This study focused on spatial layout of the VE as a scaffold for memory by comparing learning in three 

spatial conditions: 1) linear, 2) random and, 3) clustered. Students were randomly assigned to one of these three 

conditions. In the linear condition, students were instructed to follow a path, somewhat like a circular hallway, and 

study ten information stations (text and images) about the Ottoman Empire that appear along the path. In the two 

non-linear conditions (random and clustered), students’ avatars were placed in a central location, similar to a circular 

Car 

Traffic 



atrium of a building, with information stations spread in a circle around them with no guiding paths. Students were 

instructed to visit all the information stations and to study the information within them in any order they preferred. 

In Figure 2, the black lines represent the entryway to an information station. The dark grey arrow represents the 

initial placement and orientation of the student’s avatar when the task begins. Until the students passed through the 

entryway, they could not see the information contained within, therefore, they could only view one set of 

information at a time. However, in the Clustered condition, semantically related material was located together in 

clusters of information stations. Once students entered the cluster they could see all information within that cluster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The Configuration of the Linear, Random and Clustered Virtual Learning Environments. 

The numbers on the diagrams represent the order of the content of the material. The Linear and Random conditions 

had the same order but the student could visit them in any order they wished in the Random condition. In the 

Clustered condition the material was grouped within five clusters of related material (e.g., tactics and tools of 

warfare). 

Procedures: Students completed all the previous experience and skills measures before the virtual learning activity 

began. For the outcome measures, immediately after completing the learning phase, students were tested on the 

knowledge they retained with a multiple choice test of ten questions, one question for each of the information sets. 

Also, the VE system automatically tracked time on task and avatar coordinates during the learning task.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of the Linear Virtual Environment. 

Results 

We collected 133 complete datasets with no missing values. All measures fulfilled normality and homogeneity of 

variance assumptions. Alpha level for significance was set at .05 for all tests. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics. 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for all variables 

 
  Linear 

n = 44 

Random 

n = 45 

Clustered 

n = 44 

Total Sample 

n = 133 

MC Score M  

SD  

6.0 

2.05 

5.31 

2.18 

6.57 

2.24 

5.95 

2.20 

 

Software Recognition M  

SD  

77.51 

7.81 

78.00 

8.69 

77.73 

11.13 

77.74 

9.24 

 

Video Game Exp M  

SD  

32.81 

29.04 

29.03 

27.77 

31.96 

26.39 

31.25 

27.59 

 

Social Media Exp M  

SD 

30.68 

19.66 

39.44 

18.92 

24.43 

16.66 

29.89 

18.79 

 

Perceived Spatial Skill M  

SD 

49.48 

21.23 

50.77 

15.28 

49.09 

14.23 

49.79 

17.12 

 

Demonstrated Spatial Skill M  

SD  

78.98 

21.60 

69.63 

27.98 

73.86 

26.81 

74.12 

25.73 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Correlations for all Continuous Independent variables 

 

 To investigate the relationship of condition and individual skills/experiences to learning, we conducted a 

Stepwise (backward) Multiple Regression on the Multiple Choice scores using Condition, Perceived Spatial Skill, 

Demonstrated Spatial Skill, Video Game Experience, Social Media Experience and the Software Recognition Test 

as predictors. The three categorical conditions were dummy coded using the Linear condition as the reference group. 

The overall regression model was significant (F (7, 125) = 9.18, p = .000) with an R2 of .176. There were only three 

significant predictors: 1) Demonstrated Spatial Skills, 2) the Clustered condition and 3) Software Recognition (see 

Table 3). 

Table 3. Significant predictors of Multiple Choice Scores  

 
Software 

Recognition 

Video Game 

Exp 

Social Media 

Exp 

Perceived 

Spatial Skill 

Demonstrated 

Spatial Skill 

Software Recognition  ___ .177* .009 -.014 .284** 

Video Game Exp  .177* ___ .134 -.156 .054 

Social Media Exp  .009 .134 ___ .173* .022 

Perceived Spatial Skill  -.014 -.156 .173* ___ -.227** 

Demonstrated Spatial Skill  .284** .054 .022 -.227** ___ 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 



 

Source B  SE B  β  t p  

Demonstrated Spatial Skills .024 .007 .278 3.330 .001 

Clustered Spatial Condition .927 .373 .199 2.488 .014 

Software Recognition Test .043 .020 .179 2.148 .034 

 

Discussion 

 Even in a pared down environment such as our test environment, a specific spatial arrangement of 

information was related to increased learning in an avatar-based virtual environment. In this case, the Clustered 

condition predicted increased multiple choice scores when the Linear and Random conditions did not, even though 

the Linear condition required the least cognitive resources for navigation through the material. There may be several 

reasons as to why the Linear condition did not work well: 1) there were few visual features to distinguish between 

information stations so little visual discrimination of information (e.g., all the information “ran together”), 2) there 

was no indication of the number of stations in the task until the student encountered the last station, and 3) as far as 

navigation goes, there was little choice, beyond moving forwards or backwards. Taken altogether, this may have led 

to decreased engagement and increased impatience of students. The current data does not allow us to test these 

assumptions. Regarding the Random condition, it’s possible the cognitive overhead associated with remembering 

which stations had already been visited interfered with the learning process.  

 Two possible reasons the Clustered condition may have supported learning are: 1) that it resulted in a 

reduction in cognitive load from navigation because there were fewer locations to visit and remember and, 2) related 

information appeared together, effectively chunking the information to support memory. Additional study of 

different spatial structures is needed to ascertain the most optimal arrangement for learning.  

  The results concerning the computer experience measures are difficult to interpret. Perhaps contrary to 

expectations, neither video game play nor social media use predicted learning outcomes.  However, the Software 

Recognition Test, which is a measure of general exposure to or familiarity with digital applications, did predict 

learning outcomes. As the first two measures reflect some degree of skill in using particular digital applications, the 

results suggest that, potentially, knowledge rather than skill is more predictive of learning in VEs. Again, additional 

research with other measures of computer knowledge and skills is necessary.  

 What clearly is important in such environments is the learner’s spatial skill, in this case, an ability 

associated with spatial orientation. Given that there are multiple types of spatial abilities, other spatial skills should 

be investigated to fully understand the role of spatial processing in learning in avatar-based VEs. 
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